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Abstract: In this paper, we establish a new non-dimensional global geomagnetic disturbance index
JG
p by applying the spectral whitening method to the horizontal components of geomagnetic fields

observed at eight ground-based stations distributed at low and middle latitudes during years 1998 to
2014. This index can describe the development of geomagnetic storms and its relationship with the
Dst index has been verified, which gives a correlation coefficient (CC) of about 0.72. We also check
the response of JG

p to the arrival of upstream solar wind energy based on a proxy that the ring current
injection term Q. The variation of JG

p in course of geomagnetic storms is similar to the variation of Q,
and the recorded minimum values of Q (Qmin) and JG

p (JG
p min

) for 30 great storms yields a relatively
better CC of about 0.82. These results illustrate that JG

p can effectively depict the storm evolution and
is well related to the associated Q in amplitude, which provides an alternative means of geomagnetic
storm forecasting. In addition, we note that the time difference between Qmin and JG

p min
, as well as

the time difference when JG
p recovers from JG

p min
to half and/or one-third of its value, are shorter than

those of the corresponding Dst index. And especially, for multiple storms that occurred continuously
on a short time scale, the recovery of the Dst index to a quiet period level can be affected by the
following solar wind energy input, while the JG

p index does not and exhibits independently.

Keywords: geomagnetic storm; solar wind; geomagnetic index

1. Introduction

A geomagnetic storm is a global disturbance of the geomagnetic field, which is gen-
erated by the interaction between the interplanetary solar wind and the Earth’s magneto-
sphere. The interplanetary source of the geomagnetic storm could be the sheath region be-
tween the interplanetary shock and interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME), the ICME,
or the corotating interaction region (CIR) formed by the interaction between the high-speed
flow solar wind from the coronal hole and the low-speed solar wind [1–4]. The majority of
strong magnetic storms are related to the ICME sweeping the Earth space [5]. Turbulence
has been shown to affect solar wind and other plasmas, it has an impact on the heating of
solar wind plasma [6] and magnetospheric dynamics [7]. The nonlinear interaction of the
solar wind with the Earth’s magnetic field results in the formation of currents in the iono-
sphere, which can ultimately lead to a strong disturbance of the magnetic field, and bring
damage to the power distribution networks, and other long-distance pipelines too. Since
electricity is the cornerstone of modern life, the ability to predict geomagnetic activity is
of great importance in the context of space weather [8]. Besides, the storms also have an
impact on the thermosphere and ionosphere (TI) system. For thermospheric response, it is
mainly the formation of composition disturbance such as the depletion of column density
ratio of O to N2 in the high latitude and enhancement of O/N2 in the low latitude [9–11].
The ionospheric response is always following the thermosphere, with positive (enhance-
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ment of electron density) and negative (decrease of ionosphere electron density) ionosphere
response [12,13].

Dungey [14] proposed a magnetic reconnection mechanism to describe the transfer
process of energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. When the interplanetary mag-
netic field (IMF) is southward, magnetic field reconnection occurs in the dayside subsolar
magnetopause region, thereby dragging the open field line to the nightside magnetotail.
The extent and strength of the magnetic reconnection that occurs on the magnetopause
fundamentally control the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction [8,15]. Since the solar
wind is supersonic, a bow shock will be formed in front of the magnetosphere. Be-
tween the bow shock and the magnetopause is a sheath region. What actually interacts
with the magnetosphere is the plasma in the sheath region rather than the interplanetary
solar wind plasma [8]. The driving of the magnetosphere by the solar wind can be
better described using observations of the magnetosheath plasma outside the magne-
topause [16]. Nevertheless, thanks to the continuous and stable observations at the
Sun-Earth Lagrangian L1 point, people are still accustomed to using the solar wind
observation data at the L1 point to approximate the conditions of the solar wind in front
of the bow shock and based on it to study energy transfer problems in the solar wind
and magnetosphere coupling.

It is generally believed that geomagnetic storms can be triggered when the southward
component of IMF (Bz) is strong enough and lasts for a long time (several hours) [17–19],
if Bz < −10 nT or the dawn-dusk electric field Ey > 5 mV/m, and the duration exceeds
3 h, a large magnetic storm will occur [20]. The stronger the Bz and the higher the
solar wind speed (V), the stronger the coupling process between the solar wind and
the magnetosphere, and therefore the stronger the geomagnetic disturbance. Many
geomagnetic indices can be used to describe the variation of geomagnetic disturbances,
such as Ap, Kp, Dst, AE, SYM-H/D, etc. The Dst index is calculated from the horizontal
geomagnetic fields component (H) of 4 ground stations that are uniformly distributed
along the longitude near the Earth’s magnetic equator, and describes the equatorial
ring current intensity during the magnetic storm, the storm intensity from Dst is based
on storm impact on the equatorial region. Kp is based on 8 stations results in mid-
latitude. AE is from at least 12 stations in the polar region, which can more effectively
reflect the storm starting and ending time. The Dst index is often used to classify
the intensity of the geomagnetic storm. Generally, people divide the geomagnetic
storm into 5 grades according to the minimum Dst index value during the magnetic
storm [2,21], −30 nT > Dst > −50 nT is a weak magnetic storm, −50 nT > Dst > −100 nT
is a moderate magnetic storm, −100 nT > Dst > −200 nT is a strong magnetic storm,
−200 nT > Dst > −350 nT is a severe magnetic storm, and Dst < −350 nT is a great
magnetic storm. Some researchers define Dst < −200 nT as great magnetic storm [22,23].
Although the Dst index is incomplete in describing storm evolution, it is often used to
determine whether or not a storm occurred, to define the duration of a storm, and to
distinguish between quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions [24]. In this article, we
mainly focus on the Dst index.

The solar wind-magnetosphere coupling involves many aspects of the physical process
in the magnetosphere and is also the core physical problem of space weather [25]. An
effective method to study the coupling process is to compare the relationship between the in-
terplanetary disturbances and the responses in the magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere
system [26]. For decades, people have been looking for the relationship between inter-
planetary drivers and geomagnetic disturbances. Although the results are remarkable
(e.g., [27–30]), there is still a lot of controversy over the choice of interplanetary parameters
as the controlling factors of the solar wind magnetosphere coupling [23,25,31]. Among the
geomagnetic indices, some are dedicated to describing geomagnetic disturbances in a
certain area, while others mainly describe global geomagnetic disturbances. Some indices
vary linearly with the magnitude of geomagnetic disturbances, while others change at
an exponential rate. Although there are many kinds of geomagnetic indices, the existing
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geomagnetic indices cannot perfectly describe the coupling process between the solar wind
and the magnetosphere [25].

The spectral whitening method (SWM) can effectively remove background disturbance
from time series data and extract aperiodic disturbance information [32]. This paper
uses SWM to process the observation data of the geomagnetic station, extract the global
geomagnetic disturbance information, and study the relationship between it and the energy
injection into the magnetosphere from the solar wind. The second part of this paper
introduces the data and methods, the third part gives the case study and statistical analysis
of magnetic storm events, and the fourth part is the conclusion.

2. Data and Methods

Wang et al. [32] proposed a spectral whitening method that can extract aperiodic
perturbations of the variations in the ionospheric F2 layer’s critical frequency (foF2). For a
given time series data g(t), the spectral whitening processing algorithm is as follows:

g∗d(t) =
∫ +∞

−∞

[∫ +∞

−∞
g(t) · e−2πitξdt

]
· P0

Penv(ξ)
· e2πitξdξ (1)

gs(tm) =
1
3

2

∑
j=0

g∗d(tm+j−1) (2)

where gs(tm) is the aperiodic disturbance calculated from SWM process, Penv(ξ) is the
upper envelope line of the power spectrum curve of the time series data g(t), P0 is mode of
Penv(ξ). Chen et al. [33] normalize the extracted aperiodic perturbations using the standard
deviation of gs:

J0(t) =
gs(t)

σg
(3)

Considering the variation characteristics of ionospheric foF2, Chen et al. designed a
new ionospheric single-station disturbance index Js and ionospheric global disturbance
index Jp:

Js(t) = |J0(t)| (4)

Jp(t) =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

Jsi (t) (5)

Zhao et al. [34] constructed the ionospheric weather disturbance indices using the
SWM based on the global gridded ionospheric total electron content (TEC) data, which has
a good indication of the ionospheric disturbance during geomagnetic storms.

We use the global geomagnetic station observation data provided by Intermag-
net (https://www.intermagnet.org/, accessed on 27 April 2022), and use SWM to
process the geomagnetic data, extract the non-periodic variation of geomagnetic distur-
bance, and analyze the relationship between geomagnetic disturbance and solar wind
parameters.

The CD-ROM format geomagnetic data provided by Intermagnet started from 1991
to 2014, but the geomagnetic stations with valid data in the early years were limited.
On the other hand, the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) and Wind satellites
have continuously monitored the solar wind around the L1 Lagrange point since later
1997 and early 2004 respectively, which make a significant contribution to the OMNI
dataset in terms of solar wind data. We focus on the years from 1998 to 2014 to ensure
sufficient observations of geomagnetic data and solar wind data. Firstly, we use the
method of Chen et al. [33] to spectral whitening the hourly-resolution geomagnetic
horizontal component H of a single geomagnetic station to obtain the standardized
single-station geomagnetic disturbance information, denoted as JG

0 , in which G stand
for Geomagnetic. Since in the geomagnetic disturbance, the positive disturbance and
the negative disturbance represent different physical processes, we need to distinguish

https://www.intermagnet.org/
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these two disturbances. Then, different from Chen et al., we define a single station
geomagnetic disturbance index:

JG
s (t) = JG

0 (t) (6)

Finally, we define JG
p as the global geomagnetic disturbance index:

JG
p (t) =

1
m

m

∑
i=1

JG
si
(t) (7)

3. Results and Discussion

When calculating the global ionospheric disturbance index Jp, Chen et al. [33] found
that when the number of stations included in the calculation exceeds eight, Jp tends to be
stable, which indicates that the construction of the Jp index from Js of multiple stations is
reasonable and convenient. Firstly, we should determine the number of stations required
to extract the global geomagnetic disturbance based on the SWM, and then analyze the
characteristics of the newly constructed geomagnetic disturbance index.

3.1. The Ability of Geomagnetic Disturbance Extraction

There are four low-mid latitude magnetometer stations used in the calculation of
the Dst index, which names are Hermanus (HER), Kakioka (KAK), Honolulu (HON),
and San Juan (SJG), respectively. In order to evaluate the ability of geomagnetic disturbance
extraction of the SWM, we select these same four stations to calculate the single-station
geomagnetic disturbance JG

s and the global disturbance JG
p . Figure 1 shows the Dst index

during the magnetic storm from 27 February to 1 March 2014, as well as the single-station
geomagnetic disturbance JG

s and the global geomagnetic disturbance JG
p extracted by our

new method. At 23:00 on 27 February, Dst reached a minimum value of −97 nT. As shown
in Equation (3), the single station index JG

s calculated for each of the four stations is
normalized standard deviation and is a dimensionless parameter that characterizes the
disturbance intensity. It’s shown in Figure 1 that, during the same magnetic storm event,
the JG

s of different geomagnetic stations have a significant difference from each other,
but the global disturbance index JG

p has a similar change pattern compared with the Dst
index, especially during the main phase of the magnetic storm. The minimum value of JG

s
is −2.96 at 22:00 on 27 February, which is very close to the minimum value of the Dst index
in time.

The day-to-day variability of midlatitude ionospheric current is partly due to lower
atmospheric forcing, as a result, the lower atmospheric forcing has a significant impact
on solar quiet (Sq) variation of the geomagnetic field [35,36]. It can be seen that the
use of the SWM to process the geomagnetic H component data can effectively extract
the geomagnetic disturbance information during the magnetic storm, and our newly
constructed global geomagnetic disturbance index, JG

p , based on multiple stations, can
describe the development of geomagnetic storms.

3.2. Influence of the Number of Stations

In the process of calculating global geomagnetic indices, the selection of different
stations and different numbers of stations may affect the results. Although four stations are
used for the Dst index calculation, is there a better station selection scheme for calculating
JG
p ? We take the similar evaluating method used by Chen et al. [33] to explore the influence

of the number of stations. We first select the stations within the mid- to low-latitude (latitude
less than ∼40◦), a total of 18 stations, and then extract different numbers of stations from
the 18 stations to construct the JG

p index. When the number of stations used is N, there
are CN

18 schemes for selecting N stations from 18 stations. JG
p indices are constructed for

each scheme, the correlation analysis with the Dst index is carried out, and the scheme
with the best correlation coefficient (CC) is taken as the scheme for N stations. Thus, when
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the number of stations varies from 1 to 18, the variation of the CC between the newly
constructed global geomagnetic disturbance JG

p index and Dst index is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Comparation of the Dst index and our new index during the magnetic storm from
27 February to 1 March 2014. The top panel shows the Dst index. The middle panel shows the single–
station geomagnetic disturbance index JG

s for HER (green), KAK (black), HON (blue), and SJG (red)
stations. The bottom panel shows the global geomagnetic disturbance index JG

p .

It can be seen from Figure 2 that when the number of stations is greater than 4, the CC
between the JG

p index and the Dst index tends to be stable. When the number of stations
is equal to 8, the CC is the largest, which is equal to 0.72. We use p-value [37] to measure
the significance level of the corresponding CC, and the correlation is considered significant
when p-value is smaller than 0.05. The p-value of CC = 0.72 is 0.00, indicating this correlation
is with a high statistical significance. Chen et al. believes that the inclusion of stations
with missing data for some time periods in the calculation will lead to distortion in the
calculation of the global disturbance index, which may be the reason why the CC decreases
slightly when the number of stations is close to 18.

For the following calculations in this paper, the scheme with the number of stations
equal to 8 is used to calculate the global geomagnetic disturbance index JG

p . These eight
stations are Honolulu (HON), Boulder (BOU), San Juan (SJG), San Pablo-Toledo (SPT),
Hermanus (HER), ALIBAG (ABG), Kakioka (KAK), and Canberra (CNB), respectively.
The global map with these eight stations’ locations marked is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. The variation of the CC between the Dst index and the JG
p index when the number of

stations used in the construction of JG
p varies from 1 to 18.
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Figure 3. The global map with these eight stations locations marked as red circle.

3.3. Case Study of Magnetic Storm Events

We first carry out a case study of magnetic storm events, compare the JG
p index with

the Dst index and interplanetary parameters, and discuss the variation trend of the JG
p index

during the magnetic storm process, as well as its response characteristics to the storm’s
interplanetary driving source. We selected three typical magnetic storm events, the first one
is a magnetic storm without a sudden commencement (SC), the second one is a magnetic
storm with an SC process, and the third one is an event process in which three magnetic
storms occur consecutively at relatively close times.

The OMNI dataset (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow.html, accessed on 27 April
2022) gives hourly resolution data on the solar wind magnetic field and plasma, energetic
particles, and geomagnetic indices in the near-Earth region. We use this dataset to study
the relationship between the JG

p index calculated by the SWM and the interplanetary
parameters.

https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow.html
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Burton et al. [27] proposed a classical injection-decay model to describe the relationship
between the interplanetary solar wind parameters and the variation of the Dst index
during magnetic storms. O’Brien and McPherron [28] developed this model, and gave the
relationship between Dst and interplanetary driver more accurately. However, these two
models only express the injection term Q as a function of the southward magnetic field
or the westward electric field, without considering the influence of solar wind dynamic
pressure. Wang et al. [29] introduced the solar wind dynamic pressure in the Q calculation.
Zhao et al. [30] pointed out that the influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure on the
magnetic storm is complex and its contribution may vary from one storm to another, so the
γ parameter needs to be adjusted to accurately calculate the Q. In this paper, we use the
calculation parameters listed in Zhao et al. [30].

As shown in Figure 4, it is a great magnetic storm that occurred around 20 November
2003. The minimum Dst index reached −422 nT at 20:00 on 20 November (Dst was both
−422 nT at 20:00 and 21:00). The interplanetary sources are the sheath (SH) and the
magnetic cloud (MC) [30]. From top to bottom in the figure are the solar wind velocity,
the total strength of the IMF, the north-south magnetic component, the east-west electric
field, the solar wind dynamic pressure, and the ring current injection term in which
γ = 0.44 [29,30], the global geomagnetic disturbance index JG

p calculated by the SWM
based on 8 stations (red line), and the Dst index (black line). The first vertical dashed line
and the first vertical solid line are at 07:00 on 20 November, which is the time when SH
reaches the Earth. The second vertical dashed line is at 16:00 on 20 November, which is the
time when the Q is the strongest. The third vertical dashed line is at 18:00 on 20 November,
which is the time of the minimum value of JG

p . The second vertical solid line is at 20:00 on
20 November, which is the minimum time of the Dst index. The fourth vertical dashed line
and the third vertical solid line are at 01:00 on 21 November, corresponding to the end time
of Q injection, which is also about the end time of the MC structure.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that after the sheath region reaches the earth, due to
the enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure, the compression effect on the dayside
magnetopause makes the Dst index slightly increase, and JG

p also has a positive disturbance.
The change of dynamic pressure is relatively smooth, so there is no obvious SC in the
Dst index. Two hours after the ring current injection Q reached the strongest, JG

p reached
the minimum value, indicating that the geomagnetic disturbance was strongest at this
time, and the minimum value of the Dst index appeared 4 h after the time of strongest
Q. At the end of the magnetic cloud, the ring current injection also ends. At this time,
JG
p returns to the vicinity of 0, indicating that the injection process in the magnetosphere

is over. However, we notice that the Dst index is still in the recovery phase at this time,
and the Dst index at this time is −256 nT, still at the level of a great magnetic storm. It can
be seen that JG

p based on the SWM can effectively extract the geomagnetic field disturbance
information and characterize the global-scale geomagnetic changes. Different from the Dst
index to describe the ring current intensity, the variation of JG

p in course of a geomagnetic
storm is similar to the variation of Q, to say, JG

p can better match the energy injections from
interplanetary sources into the magnetosphere.

Figure 5 shows the great magnetic storm event on 15 May 2005, the minimum Dst
index reached −247 nT at 08:00 on 15 May. This storm’s interplanetary source was SH+MC,
and γ was set to 0.35 [30]. There exists a strong SC in the beginning, and the maximum Dst
index rose to 52 nT at 03:00 on 15 May. The first vertical dashed line and the first vertical
solid line in the figure are at 02:00 on 15 May, corresponding to the start time of the SC. The
second vertical dashed line is at 06:00 on 15 May, corresponding to the strongest time of
the ring current injection Q. The third vertical dashed line and the second vertical solid
line are at 08:00 on 15 May, when JG

p and Dst reach the minimum value at the same time. It
can be seen that the time delay between the minimum value of JG

p and the minimum value
of Q is 2 h. Since the duration time of southward Bz is short, the delay of the minimum
value of Dst is also 2 h. After the short energy injection process, JG

p quickly recovered to the
vicinity of the quiet state, while the Dst index needed a long recovery phase. In addition,
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we notice that the Dst index generally varies upwards within tens of nT during the SC,
which is much smaller than the absolute value of the minimum Dst value during the main
phase of the magnetic storm. However, the SWM whitens the power spectrum, so that the
positive and negative disturbances have similar amplitudes, which results in amplitude
differences in the positive disturbances between JG

p and Dst.
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Figure 4. The great magnetic storm event on 20 November 2003. From top panel to bottom panel,
there is the solar wind speed (Vsw), the total strength of the IMF (Bt) (blue line), and the north–south
component Bz (red line), the east–west electric field (Ey), and the solar wind dynamic pressure (Pd),
the ring current injection term (Q in which γ = 0.44), the global geomagnetic disturbance index JG

p
calculated by the SWM based on 8 stations (red line), and the Dst index (black line). The two horizontal
line in panel 2 are Bz = 0 nT and Bz = −10 nT, the horizontal line in panel 3 is Ey = 5 mV/m,
the horizontal line in panel 4 is Pd = 3 nPa, and the horizontal line in the last panel is Dst = 0 nT and
JG
p = 0. The vertical lines in the top 5 panels are 07:00 20 Nov, 16:00 20 Nov, 18:00 20 Nov, and 01:00

21 Nov, respectively. The vertical lines in the bottom panel are 07:00 20 Nov, 20:00 20 Nov, and 01:00
21 Nov, respectively.

From 23 to 27 July 2004, three magnetic storms caused by ICME occurred [38].
As shown in Figure 6, three ICMEs caused three ring current energy injection processes,
which are marked with vertical dashed lines in the figure. The first injection process was
from 18:00 on 22 July to 17:00 on 23 July, the second injection process was from 21:00 on
24 July to 02:00 on 26 July, and the third injection process was from 22:00 on 26 July to
15:00 on 27 July. The three vertical solid lines mark the minimum values of the Dst index
among each of the three magnetic storms. The first magnetic storm was at 02:00 on 23 July,
and the minimum Dst is−99 nT; the second magnetic storm was at 16:00 on 25 July, and the
minimum Dst is −136 nT; and the third storm at 13:00 on 27 July, the minimum Dst was
−170 nT. For the ring current injection term Q, we can see in panel 5 that the three energy
injection processes are independent of each other, but the recovery phase of the Dst index
takes a long time, so there exist influences between former and later magnetic storms.
The second magnetic storm has not fully recovered and then following the beginning of the
third magnetic storm. However, JG

p has a shorter recovery duration and shows three more
independent processes than Q does. In summary, JG

p can better respond to the multiple
energy injection processes independently.
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Figure 5. The great magnetic storm event on 15 May 2005. The panels are similar to Figure 4.
The vertical lines in the top 5 panels are 02:00 15 May, 06:00 15 May, and 08:00 15 May, respectively.
The vertical lines in the bottom panel are 02:00 15 May, and 08:00 15 May, respectively.
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Figure 6. The great magnetic storm events on 23–27 July 2004. The panels are similar to Figure 4.
The vertical lines in the top 5 panels are 02:00 15 May, 06:00 15 May, and 08:00 15 May, respectively.
The vertical lines in the bottom panel are 02:00 15 May, and 08:00 15 May, respectively.

3.4. Statistical Analysis of Magnetic Storm Events

Zhao et al. [23] studied 32 great magnetic storms in the 23 and 24 solar cycles, which
showed that the ring current injection parameter Q, expressed by the interplanetary electric
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field and the dynamic pressure of the solar wind, is the main driving factor of the great
magnetic storm. We also choose these 32 geomagnetic storms (Zhao et al.[23], Table 1),
and remove two storms that are outside the time range of the geomagnetic data in this
paper. We, therefore, obtain a total of 30 great magnetic storm events and then investigate
the dependence of minimum JG

p on interplanetary energy injection parameter Q. It is
shown in Figure 7 that the CC between Q minimum and JG

p minimum is 0.82 with p-value
of 0.00, indicating that our new JG

p index correlates well with the interplanetary source in
the amplitude aspect.
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p-value = 0.00

Figure 7. Correlation between Q minimum and JG
p minimum for 30 great magnetic storm events

from 1998 to 2014.

We then make statistics on the moment when Q reaches the minimum value and
the moment when Dst and JG

p are the minimum value, results are shown in Figure 8.
The red histogram represents the number of storms distribution of the time delay between
the minimum value of Q and the minimum value of Dst, denoted as ∆t(Qmin ∼ Dstmin).
The black histogram represents the number of storms distribution of the time delay between
the minimum value of Q and the minimum value of JG

p , denoting it as ∆t(Qmin ∼ JG
p min

).
It is shown in the figure that ∆t(Qmin ∼ Dstmin) is mainly distributed between 1∼7 h,
and its average is 4 h, while ∆t(Qmin ∼ JG

p min
) is mainly distributed between 0∼3 h, and its

average is 2.17 h.
There are many physical mechanisms by which energy and particles in the solar wind

enter the magnetosphere, such as magnetic reconnection, polar cap injection, impulsive
penetration of plasma on magnetopause, plasma diffusion, K-H instability, etc. It is gener-
ally believed that magnetic storms are mainly caused by magnetic field reconnection [14].
When the IMF is southward, the magnetic reconnection makes the solar wind energy enter
the magnetotail region, and when the energy accumulates to a certain extent, the explosive
release of particles and energy into the near-Earth space will eventually produce global
geomagnetic disturbances. For different physical processes, the time between changes
in interplanetary parameters and the response of the magnetosphere will vary, ranging
from minutes to days (e.g., [39–42]). For example, ULF waves in the magnetosphere can be
observed at ground-based geomagnetic stations rather quickly after a sudden increase in
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solar wind dynamic pressure [39], it takes about 30∼60 min for the solar wind energy to be
injected into the magnetosphere and accumulated in the magnetotail [43], the formation of
global geomagnetic storms will take longer delay time [44].
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Figure 8. The distribution of delay times between Q minimum and Dst minimum (red), denoted
as ∆t(Qmin ∼ Dstmin), and delay times between Q minimum and JG

p minimum (black), denoted as
∆t(Qmin ∼ JG

p min
).

Gonzalez and Echer [45] statistically studied the time delay between the ACE satellite
solar wind observation data and the geomagnetic storm Dst index, after deducting the
1-h delay from L1 point to the magnetosphere and the 1-h delay of the solar wind energy
injected into the magnetospheric ring current to generate the response, the time difference
between the peak value of the southward component of the IMF (Bs) and the peak value of
Dst is 2 h on average. The solar wind data of OMNI is equivalent to the observed value of
the shock nose position. Referring to the results of Gonzalez and Echer [45], the response
time of Dst peak value to the OMNI solar wind parameters peak value should be slightly
longer than 3 h, which is consistent with our result that the delay time ∆t(Qmin ∼ Dstmin) is
4 h in average, which is shown in Figure 8. The average response time of ∆t(Qmin ∼ JG

p min
)

is 2.17 h, indicating that JG
p can reflect the injection process of solar wind energy into the

magnetosphere in a more timely manner.
It is shown in previous case studies that the decay time of the Dst index is usually

longer than the decay time of JG
p . The decay of the magnetospheric ring current is believed

to be mostly and exclusively dependent on the processes inside the magnetosphere, such
as drift loss, charge exchange, Coulomb collision, and wave-particle interaction [44,46].
Because Dst varies during the recovery phase, with an amplitude variation up to 20% [46],
the end time of the magnetic storm recovery phase is not possible to determine unam-
biguously [47], and also it is not easy to define the duration time of the recovery phase.
Yokoyama and Kamide [47] defined the recovery phase duration as the time interval from
the time of Dst minimum(Dstmin) to the time when Dst recovered to one-tenth of Dstmin.
Yermolaev et al. [46] used the time durations from Dstmin to Dstmin/2 and Dstmin/3 as cri-
teria of recovery time intervals. We use the same method as Yermolaev et al. did to evaluate
the recovery phase durations of Dst, denoted as ∆t(Dstmin/2) and ∆t(Dstmin/3) respec-
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tively, and the recovery phase durations of JG
p , denoted as ∆t(JG

p min
/2) and ∆t(JG

p min
/3)

respectively.
The duration of the recovery phase increases as the storm magnitude increases [47].

The recovery phase of extreme storms can be divided into initial fast and later slow
phase [48], in which the initial fast phase can be explained by exponential or hyperbolic
function, and the later slow phase has a constant recovery rate [49]. Dstmin/2 can be
treated as the separation between the fast and slow phase, so analysis of the two durations
∆t(Dstmin/2) and ∆t(Dstmin/3) can be used to compare the durations of the fast and slow
parts of the recovery phase [50].

Firstly, we consider times when Dst or JG
p decay to the levels of 1/2 of its minimum

value as the end time of the recovery phase. Figure 9 shows the distribution of ∆t(Dstmin/2)
and ∆t(JG

p min
/2). ∆t(Dstmin/2) range from 5 h to 40 h and has an average value of 13.97 h.

However, ∆t(JG
p min

/2) range from 1 h to 7 h, and has an average value of 2.97 h, which is
only ∼21% of averaged ∆t(Dstmin/2). If we also treat JG

p /2 as the separation between the
fast and slow phase during the decay of JG

p , we can conclude that, in the fast recovery part,
JG
p has a shorter duration than Dst.
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Figure 9. Distributions of magnetic storm recovery durations, the start and end time of the recovery
phase are the time when the geomagnetic index is at the minimum value and the time when the
geomagnetic index is restored to 1/2 of the minimum value, the red is the Dst index, and the green is
the JG

p index.

Secondly, we consider times when Dst or JG
p decay to the levels of 1/3 of its mini-

mum value as the end time of the recovery phase. Figure 10 shows the distribution of
∆t(Dstmin/3) and ∆t(JG

p min
/3). ∆t(Dstmin/3) range from 10 h to 53 h and has an average

value of 27.40 h. However, ∆t(JG
p min

/3) ranges from 2 h to 12 h and has an average value
of 4.90 h. ∆t(Dstmin/3) and ∆t(JG

p min
/3) both consist of a fast phase and slow phase,

and their average duration shows that the whole recovery duration of JG
p is considerably

shorter than that of Dst. The average duration between Dstmin/2 to Dstmin/3 (∆t(Dstslow))
is 13.43 h, which is 96.1% of ∆t(Dstmin/2), but the average duration between JG

p min
/2

to JG
p min

/3 (∆t(JG
p slow

)) is 1.93 h, which is 65.0% of ∆t(JG
p min

/2). Because ∆t(JG
p slow

) is
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undisputedly shorter than ∆t(Dstslow), we furtherly compared the difference between the
ratio of ∆t(JG

p slow
) to ∆t(JG

p min
/2) and the ratio of ∆t(Dstslow) to ∆t(Dstmin/2). As shown

above, the duration of the slow phase in proportion to the fast phase for JG
p is also smaller

than that for Dst.
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Figure 10. Distributions of magnetic storm recovery durations, the start and end time of the recovery
phase are the time when the geomagnetic index is at the minimum value and the time when the
geomagnetic index is restored to 1/3 of the minimum value, the red is the Dst index, and the green is
the JG

p index.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we establish a new non-dimensional global geomagnetic disturbance
index JG

p by applying the spectral whitening method to the horizontal components of
geomagnetic fields observed at eight ground-based stations distributed at low and middle
latitudes from the years 1998 to 2014. We analyze the response process of JG

p to solar wind
energy injection through the case and statistical studies. The results are summarized below:

(1) The JG
p index can describe the development of geomagnetic storms and its relationship

with the Dst index has been verified, which gives a CC of about 0.72.
(2) We check the response of JG

p to the arrival of upstream solar wind energy based
on a proxy that the ring current injection term Q. The variation of JG

p in course of
geomagnetic storms is similar to the variation of Q, and the recorded Qmin and JG

p min
for 30 great storms yields a relatively good CC of about 0.82. These results illustrate
that JG

p can effectively depict the storm evolution and is well related to the associated Q
in amplitude, which provides an alternative means of geomagnetic storm forecasting.

(3) The time difference between Qmin and JG
p min

, as well as the decay time of JG
p (time

difference when JG
p recovers from JG

p min
to half and/or one-third of its value), are

shorter than those of the corresponding Dst index. And especially, for multiple storms
occurred continuously on a short time scale, the recovery of the Dst index to a quiet
period level can be affected by the following solar wind energy input, while the JG

p
index does not and exhibits independently.
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